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Abstract 

As social media becomes a more important part of people’s everyday lives, it is also 

becoming a more important part of the corporate market. Due to the complaints received 

on social media sites, some forms of customer care are being directly, or indirectly, 

carried out on social media. Part of this customer care is apologizing in response to 

complaints. The purpose of this case study is therefore to examine the apologies, 

apology strategies and expressions of regret employed when apologizing in response to 

customer complaints on Twitter by the two airlines Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA and Air 

France. The aim of the study is to compare the different forms, and frequencies, of the 

apologies, apology strategies and expressions of sympathy/regret the companies employ 

to apologize. This is done through examining tweets from both airlines and looking at 

the use of certain keywords, as well as through analysis of the tweets in context. The 

results are then related to image repair theory and politeness theory. The most 

significant findings show a clear preference for certain Illocutionary Indication Devices, 

and strategies within each airline. Moreover, there is a clear difference in how the two 

airlines use Twitter to communicate with their customers, with Air France employing a 

more cohesive style, than Norwegian. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2009 a music video was uploaded to the online video-community YouTube. The 

topic of the music video was the poor service and communication of an airline, namely 

United Airlines. The video was created as a result of one passenger allegedly having his 

guitar destroyed in the baggage handling of the airline. As stated in the lyrics of the 

song, the passenger thought that the airline had a bad attitude about the customer 

compensation claim and the situation in general. In the end, United Airlines failed to 

compensate the passenger for his damaged baggage. The music video titled “United 

Breaks Guitars” went viral and now has nearly 15 million views (Carroll, 2009). 

Moreover, within four days of the video going online, United Airline’s stock price fell 

10%, costing stockholders $180 million in value (Ayres, 2009). However, if this stock 

fall was an effect of the music video or nor, is debated (see Huffington post, 2009). 

Airlines are often criticized, frequently in regards to their communication with 

customers. As exemplified above, today, individual customers can affect thousands, or 

even millions, of people with just a few clicks on their computer or phone. Thus, the 

power dynamics are shifting and becoming more symmetric as customers gain 

influence. This process has been encouraged by the rapid growth of social media, which 

has offered companies new opportunities to reach and engage with customers, as well as 

provided customers with an easy way to communicate with companies and each other. 

Social media sites such as Twitter, a microblogging site which has collected more than 

288 million monthly active users since it launched in 2006 (twitter, 2015), are nowadays 

part of many people’s everyday lives, both privately and professionally. Consequently, 

social media is becoming an increasingly important tool to reach customers and 

influence brand awareness and image.  

Customers frequently use Twitter to share their opinions about companies and their 

products/services with others, as a sort of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) (Jansen, 

Xhang, Sobel & Chowdury, 2009). Word of mouth (WOM) is difficult to control and on 

Twitter customer opinions can easily become a part of companies’ twitter feeds (the 

individual page of the company, i.e. twitter.com/username). Consequently, customer 

opinions and interactions between companies and customers can easily be found and 

‘overheard’ by anyone who wants to ‘hear’ to them. Moreover, posts about companies 

are also searchable, which in turn means that two microbloggers that seemingly have no 

connection offline can be influenced by each other and linked together online via the 

Twitter community (Zappavigna, 2011). Hence, eWOM can affect millions of 

customers, making dealing with eWOM (especially negative eWOM) an increasingly 

important aspect of companies’ online presence. To actively prevent and counteract 

negative brand exposure some companies use Twitter as a customer relationship 

management channel (Jansen et al., 2009). One way companies may defuse and prevent 

negative eWOM is by effectively apologizing to customers for perceived, or actual, 

offences. Thus, hopefully “re-establishing rapport between participants” (Page, 2014, p. 

32), and thereby influencing customers’ willingness to pay for companies’ 

services/products (Jansen et al., 2009). Consequently, the apologies and other strategies 

companies employ to apologize may be of greater importance today than they 
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previously have been. However, relatively little is known about how companies actually 

use Twitter and as a result, about corporate apologies on Twitter as well. Airlines 

frequently sufferer criticism as a result of the airline business being subject to strikes, 

dependent on weather etc., therefore it is reasonable to assume that they produce a good 

amount of apologies. Furthermore, airlines are very dependent on their reputation and as 

the influence of customer criticism and complaints increases, so does the importance of 

the replies the complaints are met with. The aim of this essay is therefore to examine the 

corporate use of Twitter in regards to the form and function of apologies, expressions of 

sympathy/regret and the other strategies accompanying apologies in tweets produced by 

Norwegian and Air France in response to customer complaints.  

  

1.2 Research questions 

 

Air France and Norwegian have different business models raising the question: 

 If these differences are reflected in the use of apologies, and accompanying 

strategies, employed by the two airlines to manage complaints from individual 

dissatisfied customers on Twitter? i.e.: 

 What kinds of Illocutionary Force Indicating Devices (IFIDs) are used by the 

two airlines, apologies or softeners? To what frequency? 

 To what frequency is sorry used as an apology/non-apology? 

 Which are the strategies accompanying apologies, and what do they suggest 

about the airlines’ use of positive and negative politeness? 

 

2. Literature Review 

Apologies have been examined in a number of disciplines and sub-fields in linguistics 

and communication, e.g. pragmatics, sociolinguistics, rhetoric and public relations 

(Page, 2014). Benoit (2014) states that “…the literature concerning communication and 

interaction assumes that a person’s face, image, reputation, or perceived character is 

extremely important” (p. 19). These notions will therefore be reviewed. By firstly 

discussing the notions pertaining to face and politeness theory a foundation is laid for 

the framework of the centre of this study, namely apologies. Image repair strategies and 

reputation provide the background for the motivations of apologizing. Lastly the use of 

Twitter as a medium for apologies and the effects it may have on companies and their 

images are examined. 

 

2.1 Face, Positive face & Negative face 

Fundamental to politeness theory is the concept of face, described by Brown and 

Levinson (1987) as public self-image. This self-image consists of two related aspects, 

negative and positive face. Negative face can be described as the basic claim to freedom 

of action and from imposition (Brown & Levinson, 1987).  In turn, positive face can be 
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described as the desire to be liked, related to positively and to have ones’ self-image 

appreciated and approved of (Brown & Levinson, 1987).  

 

2.2 Politeness & Politeness strategies 

Brown and Levinson (1987) amongst others view politeness as strategies employed in 

order to avoid conflict (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Kasper, 1990). They state that 

politeness, by use of redressive action, seeks to counterbalance the distressing effects of 

so called face threatening acts (FTAs). These are acts that risk damaging the positive or 

negative face of either the speaker or addressee by causing offence. Brown and 

Levinson (1987) distinguish politeness strategies on the basis of the illocutionary 

transparency (how direct the FTA is), how the FTA is carried out (on or off record), 

whether redress is directed towards positive or negative face wants when the FTA is 

carried out on record (see Figure 1). Thus, negative politeness is redress directed at the 

addressee’s negative face and positive politeness is redress directed on the addressee’s 

positive face. Negative politeness is restricted to the imposition itself, i.e. the particular 

face want the FTA might infringe (Brown & Levinson, 1987). In other words negative 

politeness is respect behaviour, making sure that the addressee’s want of freedom, 

freedom of action and attention is unhindered, minimizing the possible imposition of the 

particular FTA. In contrast, the redress within positive politeness may include 

expressions of similarity and appreciation of the addressee’s wants and is thus not 

restricted to the imposition of the FTA itself (Brown & Levinson, 1987; see examples of 

politeness strategies in Appendix B). 

 

2.3 Face Threatening Acts 

According to Brown and Levinson (1987) FTAs comprise of any kind of linguistic 

action that inherently run contrary to the face wants of either the addressee or speaker. 

Furthermore, it is their view that people tend to adopt the worst possible reading of their 

own acts as a strategy to counteract the potential offence they may cause (Brown & 

Levinson, 1987).  

 

Figure 1. Circumstances determining choice of strategy (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 60) 

As illustrated by figure 1 above, there are multiple ways of uttering an FTA, being more 

or less direct and having a more or less transparent illocutionary force i.e. doing the 
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FTA ‘on’ or ‘off’ record. When uttering an FTA ‘off record’ the intention behind the 

utterance (the illocutionary force) is ambiguous as the utterance has several possible 

communicative intentions, leaving it up to the addressee to interpret the utterance. Thus, 

the speaker can perform an FTA without taking responsibility for doing so. 

Consequently the risk of face loss is minimized (Brown & Levinson, 1987). In contrast, 

when uttering a direct speech act, an FTA ‘on record’, the intention of the utterance is 

expressed in a clearer, unambiguous way to all participants (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 

This allows one to express the FTA in the most direct, concise way possible. 

Using positive politeness assures the addressee that the speaker has positive feelings 

towards him/her and as a result the positive face of the addressee is strengthened. 

Whereas using negative politeness shows respect for the addressee’s negative-face 

wants of personal freedom of action. According to Brown and Levinson (1987), the 

choice between the two depends on several factors which influence the seriousness of 

an FTA i.e. the assumed social situation between speaker and addressee e.g. social 

distance; social power; the imposition of the speech act (which in turn depends on 

culture); and the payoffs.  

On record payoffs: 

 Non-redressive on record: efficiency, clarity 

 Positive politeness (redressive): satisfying the addressee’s positive face and 

minimizing the FTA. 

 Negative politeness (redressive): satisfying the addressee’s negative face, 

maintaining social distance and showing respect. 

Off record payoffs: 

 Tactfulness, the speaker can satisfy the addressee’s negative face to a greater 

degree than possible with negative politeness.  

 The speaker can avoid accountability for his/her actions that on record strategies 

require (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 

As can be seen in figure 1 Brown and Levinson (1987) suggest that positive politeness 

is riskier than negative politeness in the continuum of ‘danger’ associated with FTAs, 

the reason for this being that positive politeness is dependent on the addressee’s 

agreement on the speaker’s assumption that they both share some common ground 

(Brown & Levinson, 1987), if this assumption is not considered to be true by both 

interlocutors the use of positive politeness might be interpreted as threatening to the 

addressee. Consequently, Brown and Levinson (1987) deem negative politeness as the 

safer alternative, nevertheless stating that there are many other aspects that affect the 

choice of politeness strategy, one of which is the tension between negative-face wants 

and positive-face wants. However, it can be argued that the notion of face as presented 

by Brown and Levinson (1987) is not universally applicable as negative politeness is a 

result of the high value western societies place on individualism (Kasper, 1990). Thus 

different politeness strategies might be appropriate in different cultures, some of which 

are not accounted for in the Brown and Levinson (1987) model (see Matsumoto, 1988; 

Gu, 1990; Wierzbicka, 1985). Moreover, Kasper (1990) states that: 
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Wierzbicka (1985) raises objections against the ethnocentrically Anglo-Saxon perspective of 

much pragmatic theorizing, pointing out that in Polish verbal interaction, involvement and 

cordiality rather than distance and 'polite pessimism' are reflected in strategies of linguistic 

action – cultural values that demonstrably pertain to Slavic and Mediterranean societies at 

large. (p. 195) 

Hence, in societies characterized by social relativism the importance of negative face 

wants are of considerably less importance as value is placed on e.g. dependency, 

belongingness and empathy rather than on individualism and privacy as in western 

societies (Kasper, 1990). Consequently negative face wants cannot serve to describe or 

explain the politeness behaviour of for example Japanese and Polish societies (Kasper, 

1990; see also Wierzbicka, 1985; Matsumoto, 1988). 

 

2.3.1 Complaints 

In the present study, customer complaints are what provoke the airlines to apologize. 

Complaints will be defined as the act of expressing dissatisfaction about a perceived 

offense. It is reasonable to assume that customers perceive the airlines as responsible, to 

some extent, for the event/act they complain about (Einwiller & Steilen, 2014). 

Furthermore, complaints are a form of negative word of mouth (WOM) (Einwiller & 

Steilen, 2014) and are categorized by Brown and Levinson (1987) as FTAs which have 

the potential of threatening both positive- and negative- face at the same time by 

threatening the speaker’s negative face and directly damaging the addressee’s positive 

face through the speaker’s expression of disapproval/criticism.  

Nowadays, it is easier to complain, and to gain support by others, as complaints are 

published online rather than send privately through letters as they once were (Einwiller 

& Steilen, 2014). Consequently, responding to complaints in a way that satisfies the 

complainant has become more important for perception and reputation as the complaints 

are available to the public (Einwiller & Steilen, 2014). Failing to do this may result in a 

paracrisis, a "publicly visible crisis threat that charges an organization with 

irresponsible or unethical behaviour" (Coombs & Holladay, 2012; as cited in Einwiller 

& Steilen, 2014, p. 2). However, successfully responding to complaints on social media 

sites may have a positive effect on people who 'overhear' the interaction. Despite this, 

one survey showed that only one third of 1298 US twitter users who frequently 

complained about specific products, services, etc. received responses to their complaints 

from the organization in question (Maritz Research, 2011; in Einwille & Steilen, 2014). 

 

2.3.2 Apologies 

There are several ways to define apologies, and consequently, there are also many 

different classifications of apologies. Some categorizations of apologies overlap, others 

are more unique due to the specific features used in the realizations of the apologies in 

that particular study. The present study adopts the view of apologies as post-event acts 

of verbal redress (Bergman & Kasper, 1993; Spencer-Oatey, 2000; Trosborg, 1995; 

Page, 2014; Čubajevaitė & Ruzaitė, 2007).  
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In the present study the acts that precede the apologies are customer complaints which 

require corrective responses in the form of apologies to compensate the addressee. 

Moreover, the severity of the offense, is directly related to the offender’s obligation to 

apologize; the more face loss the addressee suffers, the greater the obligation is for the 

speaker to apologize, and the greater the obligation is, the bigger the face loss is for the 

speaker (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Kasper & Blum-Kulka, 1993). Thus, apologies are 

highly hearer-supportive (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Lakoff, 2001; Wagner, 2004). 

However, apologies may also provide the speaker with the possibility to reduce the 

offensiveness of the act/event, or, the speaker’s responsibility for it, making some 

apologies defensive (Trosborg, 1995). In accordance with this, Spencer-Oatey (2000) 

states that: 

If the offence is minor, the apology will be routine and is unlikely to be face-threatening to the 

person apologizing. However, if the offence is more substantial, the act of apologizing can be 

very face-threatening to the apologizer: it can threaten his/her quality face (sense of personal 

competence), and if the apology is very public, it can also threaten his/her identity face (sense 

of standing among others). On the other hand, if no apology is forthcoming, this can be 

rapport-threatening to the offended person. It can aggravate his/her sense of equity rights, 

because no (verbal) repair has been made for the infringement that occurred through the 

offence. And if the offended person feels that s/he has been treated with too much contempt, 

this can also result in a sense of face loss. (Spencer-Oatey, 2000, p. 18) 

At least three important aspects for the present study are established in this quote, 

firstly, the importance of apologies in maintaining rapport. Secondly, that apologies are 

negative politeness strategies as they serve to repair an infringement (see Spencer-

Oatey, 2000; Brown Levinson, 1987). Lastly, that apologies are, inevitably, conflicts of 

interest in regards to face loss. For companies apologizing, admitting fault can result in 

both legal and economic consequences, as well as face loss. However not apologizing 

may result in the loss of customers and risks the negative feelings of those customers 

spreading, as well as, economic consequences, in the long run (Lakoff, 2001; 

Čubajevaitė & Ruzaitė, 2007). 

Bergman and Kasper (1993) suggest that apologies most commonly contain 

Illocutionary Force Indicating Devices (IFIDs) that “explicitly names the illocutionary 

act being performed” (Yule, 1996, p. 49). This is the most obvious way to indicate the 

illocutionary force (Yule, 1996) as these kinds of apologies include a direct linguistic 

realization of an apology through words like apologize, unlike implicit apologies. The 

similarities, differences and overlaps in the definitions and categorizations of apologies 

and apology strategies might be explained by the huge range of varying realizations of 

apologies, as we in this day and age apologize profusely, as stated by Kimoga (2010) 

who refers to Taft (2000): 

Taft (2000) rightly asserts that we live in an age of ‘apology-mania’ in which humans are 

strongly inclined to verbalising apologies than reflecting on the underlying sincerity in them. 

The exaggerated use of apology raises questions on the genuineness in seeking and obtaining 

forgiveness, and of reconciliation… I maintain that any apology that is not prompted by a 

feeling of remorse lacks sincerity. (Kimoga, 2010, p. 2184) 
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Furthermore, this statement seems to describe so called non-apologies. Non-apologies 

are utterances that have the form of apologies, but that do not claim responsibility for 

the offence in question. A non-apology is an apology, not for the offence, but rather for 

the sake of apologizing as a result of a request from a person complaining, or 

threatening some form of retribution if compensations are not made (Kimoga, 2010).  

Moreover, apologies and expressions of regret are both moral acts, nevertheless an 

expression of regret is not an equivalent to an apology, rather, expressions of regret and 

sympathy assert that the speaker agrees that the act in question was morally bad or that 

an event was regrettable, whilst a speaker by genuinely apologizing claims some 

responsibility for the event (Kimoga, 2010). Having established that, non-apologies can 

be combined with expressions of regret/sympathy, and thus possibly increase the 

speaker’s chance of reducing the negative feelings of the addressee without actually 

claiming responsibility for the offensive act/event. Furthermore, an account 

(description) of the offence is often seen as a vital part of a genuine apology (see e.g. 

Kimoga, 2010; Taft, 2000; Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper, 1989). Moreover the 

following makes distinctions can be made: 

Unlike an excuse, in which one admits the wrongfulness of an act but denies one's full 

responsibility, or a justification, in which one admits the responsibility but denies that the act 

itself was wrong, an apology admits both to the wrongfulness and to one's responsibility for 

the act, often with an expression of remorse. (Kotani, 2007, para. 2)  

Furthermore, the IFID excuse can also be used as a request for repetition, or as a pre- or 

post-event disarming apology to remedy infringement of social rules (Ogiermann, 2009; 

Aijmer, 1996). Furthermore, Afraid can be argued to take on an apologetic function 

when combined with a confession and is thus regarded by some as an explicit apology 

(Ogiermann, 2009; see e.g. Blum-Kulka et al., 1989). Nevertheless, its function is also 

compared to the functions of unfortunately and regrettably (Aijmer, 1996). Ogiermann 

(2009) refers to afraid and unfortunately as softeners with disarming function, which 

serve to introduce accounts, this view will be adopted for the present study. 

As previously stated, there is a conflict of interests between saving and losing face when 

apologizing. As a consequence, in the case of corporate apologies there is an imminent 

risk that claiming responsibility may result in legal and/or economic consequences. 

Hence, using softeners with disarming function, or other strategies, might be considered 

favorable by companies as they may defuse a situation without taking claiming 

responsibility it. Consequently, companies might be able to repair their images and their 

rapport with customers whilst simultaneously minimizing the risk of negative eWOM 

and financial and/or legal repercussions. Therefore, the way one chooses to apologize, 

or to not apologize, is of great importance to both speaker and addressee. 

 

2.4 Image repair strategies 

According to Benoit (2014), the foundation of image repair theory and image repair 

strategies consists of two key assumptions: that communication is a goal directed 

activity, and that one of the central goals of communication is to maintain a positive 

reputation. “Image repair discourse is a persuasive message or group of messages that 
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respond(s) to attacks or suspicions that promote a negative attitude about the source of 

image repair” (Benoit, 2014, p. 10). Complaints promote negative attitudes, and when 

compiled in a public forum they run the risk of affecting others as negative eWOM. 

There are several strategies, or approaches, that can be employed when responding to 

complaints, “These approaches can be pursued with persuasive messages that create or 

change the audience’s beliefs or values (or their perceptions about blame and 

offensiveness)” (Benoit, 2014, p. 11; see also Kotani, 2007). These apology strategies 

may also be referred to as compound apologies, in them, “The apology expression 

functions as a core or the stable part of a sentence stem to which other strategies are 

added” (Aijmer, 1996, p. 94).  

There are many variations and overlaps in the categorizations of apology strategies. For 

example, what Bergman and Kasper (1993) refer to as intensified IFID (see also 

Trosborg, 1995) can also be referred to as an emotional apology or simply as expressing 

emotion (see Čubajevaitė & Ruzaitė, 2007; Aijmer, 1996). Furthermore, Bergman and 

Kasper’s (1993) strategies of downgrading responsibility and downgrading severity are 

similar to Benoit’s (2014) strategies of reducing offensiveness and evasion of 

responsibility. The present study will focus on Benoit's (2014) categorization as image 

repair is assumed to motivate the airlines’ apologies. Benoit's (2014) main strategies 

are: evading responsibility, reducing offensiveness, corrective action and mortification. 

Furthermore, there are also variations within these strategies (see Appendix A).  

 

2.5 Twitter & Electronic Word of Mouth 

Interactions on Twitter are documented, ‘overheard’ and even sought out by ‘outsider’. 

As a result these interactions might influence customer buying decisions (Jansen et al., 

2009; Brown, Broderick & Lee, 2007), whether the communication is between 

consumers, or, between consumer and company. Although, as communication between 

consumers is free from corporate interests it is consequently perceived by consumers as 

more reliable and trustworthy than communication between consumers and companies 

(Brown et al., 2007).  

Furthermore, due to the social networking nature of tweeting it is a communicative act, 

when communicating through tweets, people may e.g. inform, ask questions, make 

suggestions, apologize, thank etc. which are all instances of speech acts (Bach, 2008). 

Accordingly, WOM, “…the process of conveying information from person to person” 

(Jansen et al., 2009, p. 2169), which has the potential of affecting corporate reputations, 

can also be done electronically, i.e. eWOM (Jansen et al., 2009). Consequently, eWOM 

risks affecting millions of customers, making dealing with negative eWOM, and its 

potential effects on corporate reputation, an increasingly important aspect of companies’ 

online presence. As a result d companies’ are, to some extent, required to actively 

manage their brand exposure and reputation as to avoid the negative feelings of 

dissatisfied customers influencing other customers, or potential customers. As a result, 

some companies use Twitter as a customer relationship management channel (Jansen et 

al., 2009).  

On Twitter posts can easily become part of a company’s twitter feed by mentioning 

them, i.e. using the @ sign followed by a username to send a user a message or link to 
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their profile, e.g. @Twitter, also known as a Twitter handle. Thus these posts, i.e. post 

not produced by the company itself, can show up on the company’s twitter feed, and 

easily be found by anyone looking the company up on Twitter. Furthermore, posts about 

companies are also searchable by the use of hashtags, i.e. the # sign followed by a word 

related to the situation, e.g. #BestService or #WorstService. These functions create 

communal metadata which Zappavigna (2011) refers to as 'searchable talk'. As a result 

of searchable talk and the interpersonal nature of eWOM, two microbloggers that 

seemingly have no connection in life offline, can be linked together online via the 

Twitter community (Brown et al., 2007; Zappavigna, 2011).  

Companies using Twitter are thus faced with the pressure of trying to control their 

reputation. However WOM/eWOM, which, as stated, microblogging can be claimed to 

be (Jansen et al., 2009), is very difficult to control. One way of defusing negative 

eWOM is by apologizing and thus hopefully “re-establishing rapport between 

participants” (Page, 2014, p. 32). However relatively little is known about how 

companies’ actually use Twitter and consequently also about corporate apologies on 

Twitter. The purpose of this essay is therefore to examine how two airlines use Twitter 

to apologize in response to customer complaints. 

 

3. Data and method 

3.1 The airlines  

The two airlines chosen for the study have different price points and business models, 

Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA, or simply Norwegian as it henceforth will be referred to 

as, is a low-cost airline and Air France is a higher class airline. This means that Air 

France offers a mix of cabin configurations for international long haul routes with 

multiple services some of which are included in the price of the ticket, i.e. a 

complementary glass of champagne and, depending on your passenger class, a meal 

(Corporate.Airfrance.com). In contrast, Norwegian carriers offer a single passenger 

class, and have additional charge additions for extra conveniences/services 

(http://norwegian.com). These two airlines operate under different business models with 

different customer target groups, making investigating whether this difference is 

reflected in their communicative strategies, such as apology strategies, interesting.  

 

3.2 Method 

This case study draws on both quantitative and qualitative approaches when exploring 

the research questions mentioned above. The aim of the study is not to achieve broad 

generalizations but to gain insights in the specific context of corporate apologies on 

Twitter, more specifically by the examination of two airlines. The essay will attempt to 

identify similarities and differences in the apologies and the accompanying strategies 

employed by the selected airlines.  

First, a corpus of 2502 tweets was created consisting of tweets collected from the 

airlines’ official twitter accounts through the site allmytweets.net 
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(http://allmytweets.net). The two accounts posted different amounts of tweets during the 

selected period of time, i.e. January and February 2015. However, the same amounts of 

tweets were selected from each account to ensure that results were not due to a variety 

in the amounts of tweets of each airline. As stated by Biber, Conrad and Reppen: “…if 

the texts in a corpus are not all the same length, then frequency counts from those texts 

are not directly comparable” (Biber, Conrad & Reppen, 1998, p. 263). As the data 

consists approximately the same amount of tweets from both companies the results may 

be viewed in terms of normed frequency, i.e. the frequency of for example apology 

IFIDs per a certain amount of tweets, in the case of the present study per ≈ 200 tweets.  

 

Biber, Conrad and Reppen also argue that “…only normed counts provide a fair basis 

for comparison across registers” (Biber et al., 1998, p. 33). Moreover, as only 3,200 

tweets per account could be retrieved using the method described a true proportionality 

measure would not have been possible. Thus the number of the total amount of tweets 

produced by each of the two companies is not accessible as Air France produced more 

than 3,200 tweets during the time period. To illustrate the vast difference in the 

production of tweets: Norwegian produced 145 tweets during one week (2-8 Feb 2015), 

the same week Air France produced 487 tweets. In the month of February Norwegian 

produced 616 tweets, whereas Air France produced 2513 tweets. 

 

 In order to investigate which apologies and strategies were employed by the airlines, 

and to what extent, tweets containing keywords, IFIDs associated with explicit 

apologies and softeners with disarming function (also referred to as softeners, and as, 

expressions of regret/sympathy), were identified and their frequency measured through 

the use of a concordance software program (Anthony, 2014; based on Page, 2014). As a 

consequence of using keywords, languages other than English were excluded from the 

data, as were implicit apologies. The data sample initially contained 332 tweets; 278 

explicit apology IFIDs and 59 softener IFIDs.  

However, as the results of this initial analysis of keywords revealed that sorry was the, 

in total, most frequently used form of IFID, an investigation was made in regards to the 

frequency of the functions of the form, i.e. to what frequency sorry was used as an 

apology and as a non-apology. This was done by checking the tweets where sorry 

occurred, for accounts, as an account of the offence is often seen as an important aspect 

of a genuine apology (see e.g. Kimoga, 2010; Taft, 2000; Blum-Kulka et al., 1989). 

Thus, instances where sorry was not accompanied by an account sorry were categorized 

as non-apologies. 

As previously stated, apology expressions may function as cores to which other 

strategies can be added (Aijmer, 1996). Therefore, the tweets were searched for these 

‘other strategies’, and, stylistic features that might indicate rapport-building, i.e. the use 

of names, as these may influence the perceptions of the images of the airlines. These 

strategies were categorized based on Benoit’s (2014) strategies of image repair, as well 

as in connection to research on politeness. As some replies from the airlines were 

continued in multiple tweets, an additional 56 tweets were added to the data during this 

step of the analysis to achieve a more complete representation of the various strategies 

the airlines employed to remedy customer complaints. The additional tweets were 

produced during the same timeframe as the other tweets. 
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It is important to note that some replies which were continued in multiple tweets may 

not have been taken into consideration as the time limitation only permitted a certain 

time to comb through the data. Moreover, some tweets may be interpreted in more than 

one way as the intention of the writer is not available to this researcher, for example: 

@username Hello [name deleted]. We're sorry to hear you were unable to reach us. We are 

here 24/7 if you require our assistance. Thank you. Feb 14, 2015 

This tweet can be interpreted, as apology + account + statement about further help + 

expression of gratitude. Or, as apology + denial, shifting blame (towards the customer) 

+ denial (for not being there when the customer reached out) + expression of gratitude. 

An example of how this was worked follows: as the tendencies of both airlines to 

employ any form of denial was low (see Table 3), the second interpretation stated above 

was deemed less probable than the first interpretation stated which did not involve any 

form of denial. 

As the study was inspired by Page’s (2014) study on corporate apologies the findings 

were discussed in relation to Page’s (2014) findings, as well as to Benoit’s (2014) 

categorizations of strategies. Furthermore, the findings were also discussed in relation to 

politeness theory (see Brown & Levinson, 1987), as to distinguish if the airlines 

typically employ either positive or negative politeness to a greater extent, or whether 

there was no discernible preference in regards to the use of positive or negative 

politeness strategies.  

 

3.3 Data 

The raw data consisted of tweets, i.e. naturally occurring data, collected from the 

airlines’ official twitter accounts, @fly_norwegian (Norwegian air) and @airfrance (Air 

France). Firstly, all tweets posted during January and February 2015 were collected. 

Although, as stated, the two accounts produced a different amount of tweets during the 

selected months, the same amount of tweets were selected from each account to ensure 

that results were not an effect of this variation in amounts. This selection was made 

randomly as to not affect the amount of data, and thus also the results. After using 

keywords to select the data and adding 56 tweets to achieve a more complete 

representation of the strategies employed, according to the method previously described, 

the data came to consist of a total of 388 tweets, 198 from Air France and 190 from 

Norwegian. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Forms of IFIDs 

As can be seen in Table 1, in terms of the frequency of the kinds of IFIDs, both airlines 

used more explicit apologies than softeners with disarming function. In total, the most 

frequently employed IFID, and explicit apology, by the airlines was sorry. This form 

accounts for approximately 56% of all IFIDs (78% of the IFIDs employed by Air 
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France, and, 28% of all the IFIDs employed by Norwegian). Furthermore, sorry also 

accounts for 68% of all the explicit apologies used by the airlines (88% of Air France’s 

and 38% of Norwegian’s). Because of this, and because of the multiple meanings of 

sorry, further examination was prompted (see section 4.1.1). 

Table 1. Frequency of IFIDs and softeners with disarming function. 

                            Airline                                              

IFID 
Norwegian Air France 

Total number 

of occurrences 

E
x

p
li

ci
t 

ap
o

lo
g

ie
s 

Apologies 13 9 22 

Apologize 34 4 38 

Apologise 22 7 29 

Sorry 42 146 188 

Excuse 1 0 1 

Total number of occurrences  112 166 278 

S
o

ft
en

er
s 

w
it

h
 

d
is

ar
m

in
g

 f
u

n
ct

io
n
 Afraid 1 0 1 

Regret/regrettably/regrettable 3 19 22 

Unfortunately 33 3 36 

Total number of occurrences 37 22 59 

Total number of IFIDs 149 188 337 

 

Although sorry was the form of explicit apology and IFID most frequently used by both 

airlines, the most frequently used explicit apology and IFID of Norwegian are versions 

of apology (apologize/apologise/apology), with 69 uses vs. 42 uses of sorry. The 

Norwegian use of apologize/apologise/apology is interesting as “Despite the abundance 

of possibilities of embedding the verb to apologise or the related noun into apologetic 

formulae, they are used very rarely in spoken English” (Ogiermann, 2009, p. 95). 

Although, tweets are not technically spoken English, Internet language has been called 

'written speech' and does display similarities to speech. (Crystal, 2001). 

Moreover, performative verbs such as apologize/apologise (see Bach, 2006) are 

typically limited to use in formal contexts, e.g. official, public apologies (Aijmer, 1996) 

or in situations where directness is required (Ogiermann, 2009). This might suggest 

awareness of the public nature of the platform, or, a preference for directness which 

correlates with positive politeness strategies (Ogiermann, 2009).  

 

4.1.1 Frequency of the functions of sorry 

In Table 1, sorry was found to be the most frequently used IFID and explicit apology, 

accounting for approximately 68% of all uses of explicit apologies. Perhaps sorry is 

used so frequently because it can be used in a wide set of contexts (Bergman & Kasper, 

1993), or, it could be due to sorry having several functions. Sorry can function as an 

apology, an expression of sympathy and as denial that an apology is in order at all. The 

latter two being non-apologies which do not claim responsibility for the offensive 
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event/act, they simply provide the speaker with a way to defuse the situation and 

“prevent an unpleasant closure” (Lakoff, 2001, p. 202). Thus, the fact that more 

instances of sorry were recorded from Air France than Norwegian (78% vs. 22%) does 

not necessarily mean that Air France claims more responsibility for offensive 

acts/events. 

 As previously stated accounts can be considered important aspects of genuine 

apologies (Kimoga, 2010; Taft, 2000; Blum-Kulka et al., 1989). Thus, instances where 

sorry occurs without an account have been categorized as non-apologies in Table 2, and 

instances of sorry in combination with accounts were categorized as genuine apologies 

(see e.g. Kimoga, 2010). In the data non-apologies occurred in combined with 

expressions of sympathy, slightly increasing the chance of the non-apology reducing the 

negative feelings of the person who complained. Nevertheless, responsibility for the 

offensive act/event is not claimed (Ogiermann, 2009). However, there were instances 

where the airlines gave an account by using that, this or other words to refer back to the 

account of the customers in the complaint. In these cases the context and specificity of 

the reference was the deciding factor for categorization, to illustrate: 

@username Hi [name deleted], very sorry to read this. We can assist you here. Could you DM 

the booking reference? Thank you Feb 18, 2015 

In the example above, this did not sufficiently refer back to the offensive act/event as 

stated in the complaint by the customer to pass as an account itself. Therefore, the 

example was not categorized as a genuine apology. In contrast: 

@username Sorry about the misunderstanding [name deleted]! Could u pls advice the date or 

travel or ur booking ref in DM? Many thks! Feb 18, 2015 

In the example above the airline in question refers back to the offensive act/event as 

stated in the complaint by the customer by categorizing the event as a misunderstanding 

according to their understanding of the nature of the problem making it sufficient as an 

account (see Page 2014). 

Table 2. The frequencies of the different functions of sorry. 

 

The data reveals that in approximately 59% of all instances of sorry the IFID was used 

as a non-apology. 62% of all Air France's instances of sorry were categorized as non-

apologies and 38% as genuine apologies, while half of Norwegian’s use of sorry are 

non-apologies and half are genuine apologies. Thus, many of the apologies presented 

are not actually genuine and do not claim responsibility for the offensive act/event it is 

meant to counteract. 

The functions of Sorry Norwegian Air France Total 

Apologies (Moral acts) 21 56 77 

Non-apologies without expressions of sympathy 15 34 49 

Non-apologies with expressions of sympathy 6 56 62 

Total number of occurrences of sorry 42 146 188 
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4.2 Accompanying strategies observed 

The four main strategies at the top of Table 3, divided into sub-strategies in the table, 

are based on Benoit’s (2014) image repair strategies (see Appendix A). As the 

remaining four strategies were not covered by Benoit (2014) they were simply named 

according to their presumed purpose. It may be argued that other potential strategies 

were also found, such as simply providing information, however, as all statements 

provide some form of information this strategy would be very difficult to distinguish 

and is therefore not present in Table 3.  

Moreover, as previously stated, Norwegian had more tweets added in this part of the 

analysis (43 in contrast to Air Frances's 13) as they produced more replies that were 

continued in multiple tweets. Nevertheless, there was only a small difference (4%) in 

the total amount of tweets, 48% for Norwegian and 52% for Air France.  

The strategies will be exemplified below, although not all sub-strategies (see Appendix 

A for definitions). 

 

Table 3. The frequency of the strategies employed by the two airlines. 

Strategy Norwegian Air France 
Total number of 

occurrence 

Evasion of responsibility: Accident 13 9 22 

Evasion of responsibility: Defeasibility 2 2 4 

Evasion of responsibility: Justification 0 1 1 

Evasion of responsibility: Provocation 1 0 1 

Reducing offensiveness: Compensation 2 1 3 

Reducing offensiveness: Differentiating  1 0 1 

Reducing offensiveness: Minimizing 0 2 2 

Corrective action 0 10 10 

Denial 0 3 3 

Statement about helping 35 47 82 

Well-wishing 6 20 26 

Expressing gratitude 8 110 118 

Asking for information 5 74 79 

Total number of strategies  73 279 352 

Total number of tweets 190 198 388 

 

79% of all strategies in Table 3 were employed by Air France, the majority of which 

were attentive in nature. Thus, Air France showed attentiveness through e.g. well-

wishing and expressing gratitude rather than through expressions of regret/sympathy 

(strategies rather than IFIDs). 
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In regards to the category evasion of responsibility (Benoit, 2014) these strategies are 

used 14% more by Norwegian than by Air France. The sub-strategies employed were 

mainly accident and defeasibility. In instances where accident was employed, blaming 

weather and technical faults were most prominent, e.g.: 

@username We do apologize for the delay. Many flights are affected by the weather 

conditions in London. Jan 05, 2015. (Accident) Norwegian example 1. 

The category of reducing offensiveness (Benoit, 2014) is employed an equal amount of 

times by both airlines, nevertheless using different sub-categories, defeasibility being 

most frequent (see Table 3 for more details). These strategies are used sparingly, 

accounting for approximately 2% of all strategies employed by the airlines.  

@username Sorry to hear that, we'll report it. Did you get through to the desk in a reasonable 

time, or did it really take that long? Feb 15, 2015 (Minimizing). Air France example 1. 

@username We apologize for the delay. You are entitled to receive meal-vouchers or free 

change to another date. /[name deleted] Jan 04, 2015 (Compensating). Norwegian example 2. 

Moreover, the two strategies corrective action and denial (Benoit, 2014) are also used 

sparingly, and are only employed by Air France with 10 and 3 uses (approximately 3% 

and 0.9%) respectively. 

@username right? We will have full access to the seat map 48h b4 the departure and will do 

our best to try to assign u those seats. TY! Feb 11, 2015 (Corrective action). Air France 

example 2. 

Furthermore, there is a difference of 14% in the use of statements about help, even 

though it is the most frequently used strategy of Norwegian, it is used more frequently 

by Air France. The analysis also revealed that for Norwegian, statements about help 

typically entailed steering customers away from Twitter, towards their customer 

services online or by telephone: 

@username free change to a more desirable flight/time and or a full refund. Please call our 

Contact Centre for the further assistance/[name deleted] Feb 23, 2015. Norwegian example 3. 

Air France did this as well, however not to the same extent as Norwegian. Hence, Air 

France seemed to provide help more readily directly on Twitter than Norwegian. 

Moreover, there was a difference of 54% in the use of well-wishing, which was mainly 

employed by Air France, e.g.: 

@username We are sorry to hear that [name deleted]! What airport are you departing from? 

We hope your check in is done and wish you a pleasant flight. Feb 11, 2015. Air France 

example 4. 

There is also a great difference (86%) in the use of expressing gratitude and asking for 

information with Air France accounting for 93% and 94% of the use of both strategies 

respectively. These are the most frequently employed strategies of Air France. 

Typically, when asking for information, Air France stated that they needed the 

information so that they could ‘look into’ the matter, thus, the strategies corrective 
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action and asking for information are closely connected. The use of asking for 

information is almost as a pre-step to corrective action, nevertheless, corrective action 

was not fully established or carried out where it could be ‘overheard’ as the sensitive 

information needed by the airline prompted them to ask customers to ‘direct message’ 

the airline (note that the following tweet illustrates both expressing gratitude and asking 

for information): 

@username Hello [name deleted]. We're sorry to hear this! Could you kindly provide your 

booking details via DM so that we may look into this? Thanks! Feb 19, 2015. Air France 

example 5. 

4.2.1 The use of names 

Finally, a distinct difference was noted in the way the airlines use names. Using the 

name or username of the addressee indicates a friendly relation. Moreover, signing 

tweets can be perceived as decreasing the distance between the parties as the employees 

are being personal. However, not signing names can create the perception of 

communicating directly with the company itself, rather than with employees. It also 

creates a united, cohesive front. 

The employees that manage Norwegian's twitter account, at times, signed their names at 

the end of tweets (71 instances were noted). However, they rarely use the name of the 

addressee (6 instances were noted), to illustrate:  

@username We apologize for the delay. Please send a claim via our webpage: 

norwegian.custhelp.com/app/answers/de... /[name deleted]. Jan 28, 2015. Norwegian example 

4. 

@username We apologice for the inconvenience. Please contact our baggage department 

tomorrow if your ski`s are still missing. Regards, [name deleted]. Jan 4, 2015. Norwegian 

example 5. 

In contrast, the employees that manage Air France's twitter account often use the name 

or username of the addressee (126 instances were noted) and never signed tweets with 

their own names, to illustrate:  

@username Hello [name deleted]. We're sorry that you haven't had a reply to your complaint. 

We'll get back to you shortly with an update. TY. Feb 19, 2015. Air France example 6. 

@username Hello [name deleted], we r sorry to hear that, pls tell us more so that we can look 

into it 4 u. TY Feb 19, 2015. Air France example 7. 

Following Page’s (2014) example, the names of employees and the twitter handles and 

names of customers have been replaced by ‘[name deleted]’ and ‘username’ in 

consideration of the employees and customers as the specificity of these are not of 

particular importance to the content of the present study.  
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5. Discussion 

As can be seen in Table 1, in regards to the frequency of the kinds of IFIDs, Air France 

seems to use approximately 20 % more explicit apologies in total than Norwegian, at 

least during the period the data was produced. This might suggest that Air France is a 

bit more inclined to take responsibility for offensive events/acts. Moreover, Air France, 

to a greater extent than Norwegian, uses accounts to clarify what the apology is directed 

at. Which is an important aspect for the effectiveness of an apology (Taft, 2000; see also 

Kimoga, 2010). Nevertheless, Norwegian uses approximately 26% more softeners than 

Air France. However, as these softeners, or expressions of sympathy and regret, are not 

combined with apologies, they simply serve to reduce the offensiveness of the 

events/acts that caused the complaints, through attentiveness, without claiming 

responsibility for them.  

As can be seen in Table 2, the two most frequently used IFIDs in the present study are 

sorry and versions of apology (apologies/apologise/apologize). These results draw a 

parallel to Page’s (2014) study on corporate apologies on Twitter in which the two most 

frequently used IFIDs are sorry and apology/apologise. The high frequency of sorry 

might be due to its different functions. Sorry allows companies a way of apologizing 

without actually apologizing and claiming responsibility for the offensive event/act. 

Consequently, they minimize the risk of legal responsibility which might cause 

economic repercussions. This suggests that sorry is employed as a ritual apology, i.e. a 

polite gesture that smoothes the conversation (Aijmer, 1996). Ritual apologies are often 

suitable for trivial offences, to disarm, get attention and show attentiveness towards the 

addressee (Aijmer, 1996). They save face of the addressee and speaker without taking 

responsibility for the offensive act/event (Lakoff, 2001). Thus, the inclination of Air 

France to take responsibility is not as prominent as it might have seemed at first (see 

Table 1 & 2). 

One of Norwegian’s most frequently used strategies is evasion of responsibility 

(accident). This strategy is used to explain to customers why the offensive act/event 

occurred as to excuse the inconvenience. The most frequent themes of this strategy are 

blaming the weather and/or technical difficulties, making the strategy disarming in the 

sense that no one, typically, blames a person/company for such circumstances (which is 

the point of the strategy). Furthermore, because of the weather (and possibly the 

technical difficulties as well) being out of the airlines’ control, these types of apologies 

are simply polite gestures as, e.g. the airlines cannot control the weather and 

consequently they cannot be held responsible for it. Moreover, these situations can be 

claimed to occur so frequently within the airline business that they are stereotypical, all 

in line with ritual apologies (according to Aijmer’s (1996) description). Thus, these 

strategies might constitute as ritual apologies with the intent to disarm the addressee.  

Another parallel to Page’s (2014) study can be found in the observation of keyword 

clusters (hi, thanks, please, sorry) which function as apologies in the corporate tweets 

examined. These clusters are also reflected in the Air France tweets, e.g.: 
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@username Hi [name deleted], we're sorry to hear that. Can you pls DM your bking code so 

we can have a look into it. TY. We're following you. Feb 19, 2015 

Moreover, in the present study, the same amount of questions (22%) are used by the 

airlines as by the companies in Page’s (2014) study. Furthermore, in Page’s (2014) 

study questions that accompany apologies are “closely associated with corrective 

actions signalled in offers of repair” (Page, 2014, p. 39). This has also been observed in 

the questions of Air France (see Air France example 5 in section 4.2). Thus, in regards 

to the frequency of questions, and also largely in regards to the frequency of different 

forms of IFIDs, the results of the present study support the results of Page’s (2014) 

study. As does the Air France use of keyword clusters and the correlation between the 

use of questions in association with apologies and corrective actions signalled in offers 

of repair. 

In regards to politeness, Brown and Levinson (1987) classify apologies as negative 

politeness as apologies express respect, deference and distance. Negative politeness can 

also be observed in apology strategies such as evasion of responsibility (see Wagner, 

2004; Benoit, 2014) which is the second most frequently employed strategy of 

Norwegian. Moreover, the relatively low frequency of the more attentive strategies of 

Norwegian as well as their refraining from using the names of the customers (Brown & 

Levinson 1987; Appendix B) might suggest a tendency towards employing negative 

politeness strategies. However, the directness employed conversely suggests positive 

politeness (Ogiermann, 2009). Other conflicting observations are the low amount of 

additional strategies used, and the relatively high amount of softeners used. 

Moreover, the use of names of the Norwegian employees might also be a strategy for 

shifting the blame/responsibility for the offensive event/act, or the focus of the 

customer, from the company to the employees. Although, as previously stated the 

signing of tweets can be perceived as decreasing the distance between the parties as the 

employees are being personal. Thus, the question is raised whether the use of names is a 

decision made by the employees (as the inconsistent use of them might imply), or a 

company strategy/policy.  

In contrast, Air France uses a vastly higher frequency of strategies than Norwegian 

does. Some of the most frequently employed strategies of Air France, well-wishing, 

expressing gratitude and asking for information, can be considered positive politeness 

strategies. For example, expressing gratitude i.e. thanking and/or showing appreciation, 

can be viewed as textual expressions of a group mind-set in an online community 

(Brown et al., 2007). In essence, positive politeness is employed to show appreciation of 

the addressee and his/her face wants (Brown & Levinson, 1987), thus, creating rapport. 

Consequently, the findings suggest a tendency towards employing positive politeness 

strategies (see Brown & Levinson 1987; Brown et al., 2007). 
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6. Conclusion 

The results suggest that the airlines use explicit apologies more frequently than they use 

softeners (see Table 1 for more detail) and that there are some clear preferences for 

certain IFIDs. These preferences seem to be in line with previous studies on English 

apologies (see e.g. Aijmer, 1994; Trosborg, 1995; Ogiermann, 2009), sorry being the 

most frequently used IFID. Moreover, sorry is used as a non-apology at least half of the 

times it is employed, which suggests a tendency towards ritual apologies. This might 

also be a strategy to avoid responsibility without threatening the speakers’ or 

addressees’ face as there are multiple ways of interpreting the apology/non-apology (see 

Lakoff, 2001). Thus, in regards to the title of this essay, sorry might not be the hardest 

word for speakers to state, as it can be used in many situations with many functions, it 

might provide an easy way of taking, and not taking, responsibility for offensive 

acts/events. However, sorry might just be the hardest word for addressees to interpret. 

In terms of preference of politeness strategies, Air France seems to show a preference 

towards positive politeness strategies, however, the preference of Norwegian is more 

unclear. This might suggest that Air France has an existing policy within the company 

which determines the approach of the employees handling the company's twitter 

account, whereas Norwegian might not have an established policy.  

One could, to some extent, claim that the tweets reflect the differences in the business 

models of the airlines. The more sparse travel style offered by Norwegian can be 

claimed to be reflected in the straightforward, concise, tweets. In regards to the low-cost 

business model, one could presume that the customers do not place very much value on 

the plane-journey itself, rather it is a means to an end, the destination. The main draw is 

the low price, not the service(s). Likewise, the apologies of Norwegian give the 

impression of not being about the employed strategies but more purpose-oriented and 

thus more direct. 

The style of travel offered by Air France can be claimed to be reflected in the more 

involved strategies of the airline as their business model offers more services. Here one 

could assume that the plane-journey is of more importance to the customers, as they pay 

more they likely expect more service than from a low-cost airline. The apologies of Air 

France give the impression of having more focus placed on the formulations and 

strategies employed in the apology-tweets, this can be seen for example in the clustering 

of keywords. 

Thus the business models and images of the airlines are reflected, to some extent, in 

their apology-tweets. Although, if this mirroring between real life services and services 

on Twitter is a conscious effort or not remains unknown. 

Moreover, positive politeness, such as the interactive style of Air France, is in line with 

the presumed expectations of communication on social media sites, the keyword being 

social. In other words, positive politeness might be the preferable politeness strategy on 

social media sites. Furthermore, helping customers directly on Twitter is probably more 

satisfying for the customer than being directed to e.g. other websites (see Einwiller & 

Steilen, 2014). This might also, to a higher extent, allow others to observe the 
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communication which gives the airline an opportunity to not only counteract the 

negative feelings of the person complaining but also of anyone observing the 

interaction.  

Although, as the offensive events/acts within this particular business often hinders the 

freedom of customers, politeness directed at the negative face of customers might seem 

a preferable response rather than positive politeness. In the end, it probably comes down 

to personal preference (or preference of the company if there is a policy/guidelines).  

Nevertheless, by establishing policies or guidelines on responding to complaints, 

companies can make sure that their core values are expressed and displayed, increasing 

the chance of their desired perception becoming their actual perception. Unregulated 

writing of responses might not express the core values of the company and thus, 

opportunities to create positive eWOM are wasted. Although, standardized answers are 

not sufficient on a public platform like Twitter as customers risk noticing that they get 

the same, or similar, answer. Consequently, the service might be perceived as very 

impersonal, which might affect the perception of the company negatively. However, in 

order to establish effective policies further research is needed on which strategies are 

effective in reaching customer satisfaction. 
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Appendix A 

The sub-strategies of image repair and apology strategies, based on Benoit’s (2014) table of 

image repair strategies (p. 28): 

 Denial 

If the accused denies the offensive act occurring or any involvement, it might 

become harder to place blame on them. 

 

 Simple denial 

By simply denying that the actor had anything to do with the offensive act, or denying it 

ever occurred, negative consequences might be avoided (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Shifting blame (also known as scapegoating) 

By placing the blame on someone else the actor may also transfer the negative feelings 

caused by the offensive act to that person/company (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Reducing offensiveness: 

“A person accused of misbehavior may attempt to reduce the degree of ill feeling 

experienced by the audience” (Benoit 2014, p.24). These strategies do not deny that 

the actor committed the offensive act, or attempt to lessen the actor’s responsibility 

for it. Rather they attempt to increase the audience’s positive feelings towards the 

actor, and in doing so, reduce the negative feelings towards the act and/or the actor 

(Benoit 2014). 

 

 Attacking 

By attacking their accuser the actor can reduce the credibility of the accusers and thus 

the accusation itself. As a result the damage to the actor’s image might also be reduced. 

If the accuser is the victim of the act the impression that the accuser deserved what 

transpired, reducing the perceived offensiveness of the act, and the negative feelings 

towards the actor. Furthermore, attacking the accuser might also reduce the damage to 

the actor’s image by distract the audience from the original accusation (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Bolstering (also known as cushioning the blow) 

By strengthening the audience’s positive feelings towards the actor, the negative effects 

the act might have on the actor are reduced (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Compensating 

By offering redress to the victim of the offensive act the actor might make up for the 

negative feelings the act might have caused. This compensation may be products, 

services or offering them a refund (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Differentiating 

By making a distinction between the offensive act and other similar but more 

undesirable acts, the act in question might appear less offensive in comparison. As a 

result the audience’s negative feelings towards both the act and the actor may be 
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reduced, e.g. loaning instead of stealing. (Benoit 2014).  

 

 Minimizing 

By convincing the audience that the offensive act is not as severe as it might first appear 

to be,  the actor can reduce the negative affect associated with the act and as a result the 

offensiveness of the act itself is reduced (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Transcending 

By placing the offensive act in a different context, the actor can justify the act by direct 

our attention to other, allegedly higher values that might have motivated the actor to 

perform the act (Benoit 2014).  

 

 Evasion of responsibility 
The common traits of this category is that these strategies either avoid responsibility 

for, redefine, or transcend, the wrongdoing (Benoit 2014, p.41).  

 

 Accident 

 By making an excuse based on accidents the actor can avoid responsibility as people 

only tend to hold others responsible for factors reasonably within their control (Benoit 

2014). 

 

 Defeasibility 

By claiming that the offensive act happened due to lack of information or ability and 

thus not entirely one’s own fault (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Justification (also known as good intentions)  

By claiming their intentions were good the actor might justify the offensive act and 

reduce their responsibility for the situation (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Provocation 

The wrongdoing was a response to another event and thus caused by someone else, thus 

the accused is not solely responsible for the act (Benoit 2014). 

 

 Corrective action 

By taking responsibility for fixing the problem (not causing it), and restoring the situation to 

the state it was in before the offensive event/act took place, and possibly by promising to 

prevent the act from reoccurring, negative feelings caused by the event/act may be reduced. 

Consequently reducing negative feelings towards the actor as well. Corrective action 

addresses the act/event itself, offering to fix the damage and/or prevent is from reoccurring, 

whereas compensation consists of a gift designed to counterbalance, rather than correct, the 

injury. This strategy may be employed as an aspect of an apology or, simply by itself thus 

without admitting guilt (Benoit 2014).  

 

 Mortification 

By sincerely apologizing, expressing regret, or request forgiveness, the actor creates beliefs 

in the audience (Benoit 2014).  
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Note that expression of regret/concern/empathy/sympathy for addressee, explicit 

apologies (excluding mortification and possibly corrective action) and non-apologies 

are not mentioned in Benoit’s (2014) table even though they may be counted as 

strategies. 
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Appendix B 

Examples of positive and negative politeness strategies as stated by Brown & Levinson 

(1987, p. 102, 133): 

Positive politeness: 

 Noticing, attending to interests/needs/wants of the addressee. 

 Exaggeration of interest/approval/sympathy with the addressee. 

 Intensifying interest to the addressee. 

 Using in-group identity markers. 

 Seeking agreement. 

 Avoiding disagreement. 

 Asserting/presupposing/raising common ground. 

 The use of jokes. 

 Assertion/presupposition of the speaker’s knowledge of/concern for the 

addressee’s wants. 

 Offers, promises. 

 Optimism. 

 Including both the speaker and the addressee in the activity. 

 Giving/asking for reasons. 

 Assuming/asserting reciprocity. 

 Giving gifts to the addressee (goods, sympathy, understanding, cooperation). 

 

Negative politeness: 

 Being conventionally indirect. 

 Using questions, hedges. 

 Pessimism. 

 Minimizing the imposition. 

 Giving deference. 

 Apologizing. 

 Impersonalizing the speaker and the addressee (not using pronouns such as I and 

you). 

 Stating the FTA as a general rule. 

 Nominalisations. 

 Going on record as incurring a debt. 
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